
MADE IN ITALY

Eureka quality 
at your fingertips



Thanks to the burrs adjustment 
system (stepped) from above, 

Baby allows you to grind quckly and 

easily, whatever type of extraction you 

want to obtain. 

Easy to use

Maximum 
comfort for 
your routine
Thanks to its slim body combined to 

the unique flared shape of the jar, Baby 

fits perfectly every type of hand. 

The length and shape of the crank are 

designed to minimize the grind effort.



Smart & Fast

1. giara svitata dal 
corpo con dentro i 

chicchi di caffè 

Few simple steps to transfer 

the coffee from the jar inside the 

grinding chamber.

Espresso-Tip: thanks to the 

perfect compatibility with our 

Dosing Cup, the Baby Grinder 

is filter holder-proof: just a 
few quick and easy steps to 

avoid wasting coffee.

Enjoy the 
pure taste of 
your coffees, 

always
Feel free to taste all your 
favorite coffees, without 

coffee contamination and 
waste, thanks to a grind 
retention near to ZERO



48 conical burrs, with a specific Espresso 
& Brew design to offer excellent and uniform 
results in any type of extraction methods.

Special “Gold Energy” treatment 

developed by Eureka and ITALMILL GRINDING 

TECHNOLOGY to increase:

• Burrs lifetime (appr. 50% more 

 compared to steel)

• Grind consistency over time”

Excellent grind 
consistency for 
any kind of coffee 
extraction

Bring Eureka with you, wherever 
and whenever you want. 

Solid and silm, easy to disassemble 

and carry. 



Materials and finishes

Natural anodized body

Walnut body

Olive body

Natural 

anodized crank

Natural 

anodized crank

Ceramic crank

Crystal clear glass

Ceramic glass

Refined and elegant materials that 
guarantee solidity and value.

Crystal clear glass

BURRS 
 Type: Conical (Espresso & Brew)

 Diameter: 48 mm · 1.89 in

 Material: Gold Energy treatment

VARIOUS
 Stepped micrometric regulation System

 Capacity (coffee beans): 40 g · 0.09 lb

 HxWxD: (200x56x80) mm · (7.87x2.20x3.15) in

 Weight: 760 g · 1.68 lb

PLUS
 Comfort and Easy to handle (slim body and 

flared jar)
 Stepped burrs’ adjustment, from the top
 Smart Workflow (body compatible with the jar
 Zero retention

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS
 glass + natural anodized

 glass + walnut

 ceramic + olive



Conti Valerio Srl
via Luigi Longo, 39/41

50019 Sesto Fiorentino (FI) Italy

tel. +39 055 4200011
fax +39 055 4200010

info@eureka.co.it
www.eureka.co.it

What’s your favourite Baby?


